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Nomination form 

International Memory of the World Register 

 

Jame’ al-Tavarikh 

ID Code [2016-68] 

 

1.0 Summary (max 200 words) 

 

Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for 

proposing it. 

 

This is the “shop window” of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the 
essential points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if 
they do not read the rest of your nomination. 

 

Jami al-Tavarikh written by Rašid-al-Din Fażl-Allāh Ṭabib Hamadāni (1247-1318) is one of 

the most important general books on history. This book is like a big historical encyclopaedia 

that no other similar book exists in the Medieval Ages throughout the world. It is the first plan 

for writing world history from that time. Jami al-Tavarikh includes history of prophets (from 

Adam to the prophet of Islam), history of Islam up to Abbasids, history of the ancient Iran up to 

the time of the author as well as the history of several countries like China, India, (Indus and 

Kashmir), European lands, Christian Popes and Israelites which have been written down based 

on the sources available to the author. Rashid al-Din was the founder of new Persian 

historiography in the Middle Ages. His method of historiography can be compared with the 

historiography of the European Renaissance historians.    

The most important section of the book is in terms of historiography related to the history of 

Mongols and Ilkhanids’ governance over Iran. It is supported by first-hand sources like book 

“The Secret History of the Mongols”, the author’s direct observations and information 

provided by the Mongol princes. The Mongolian tribes ruled over a vast range of lands from 

China to Europe. Additionally, this book is of paramount importance for sociopolitical studies.   

Two precious manuscripts of this book have been presented in this nomination file. The first 

manuscript was written in 1004 H. /1595 in 305 folios. The second manuscript was written in 

1074 H. /1665. Both manuscripts are kept in the Royal Library of Iran and enjoy unrivaled 

artistic features.    

 

 

2.0 Nominator   
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2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

Iranian National Committee for the Memory of the World and the Iranian National Commission 

for UNESCO. 

 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

Jāmi Al-Tavarikh was proposed for nomination to the Iranian National Committee for the Memory of 

the World in 2014. Subsequent to an extensive comparison between the existing manuscripts, a 

complete and authentic copy was found by the relevant expert group in Golestan Palace Library (The 

Royal Library). The book was then selected for inscription and after confirmation by the Iranian 

National Committee for the Memory of the World and the Iranian National Commission for UNESCO, 

it was thereby nominated for inscription at the International Memory of the World Register. 

 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Akbar Irani 

 

2.4 Contact details 

Name                                    
Akbar Irani 

Address                                                                                 
1182, Enqelab Avenue, Farvardin Building, Fl #2, Tehran, 
postal code: 1315693519, IRAN   

 

 

Telephone                                 
+98 21 66490612 

Facsimile                   
+98 21 66406258           

Email 
Akbar.irani@mirasmaktoob.ir 

Akbar.irany@gmail.com 

 

3.0    Identity and description of the documentary heritage  

3.1  Name and identification details of the items being nominated 

If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 

In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear 
precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end dates) and 
closed. 

Title of the book is Jami al-Tavarikh in Persian language and written by Rašid-al-Din Fażl-Allāh Ṭabib 

Hamadāni. He was born in Hamadan at 1247. He entered the Royal court at the time of Abaqa Khan. 

He was asked to write Jami al-Tavarikh. Numerous copies of Jami al-Tavarikh were made which are 

kept in Iranian and foreign libraries whom will be later on mentioned. The two presented manuscripts 

are kept in the Royal Library of Iran.  

1. The first manuscript was written down in 1004 H. /1595 at the Indian Mongol court in 305 
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twenty-five-line folios. It is in folio (King) size (290 mm x 390 mm), Using Kashmiri paper with 

excellent half of two “Dāng” Nastaligh scribe. In terms of calligraphy, decoration and painting, 

this manuscript is very interesting and well-organized and includes 98 water color paintings by 

the Indian painters and designers in the Indian style. The manuscript also includes two 

outstanding bejeweled illustrated frontispieces that under each page, name of the painter and 

designer of the given page has been mentioned. Names of Designers: Basawan, La’l, Meskin, 

Talsi, Saluneh. Names of Painters: Sudas Gujrati, Abdollah, Kahīm, Kamālī Chīleh, Lūmanak, 

Danarāh, Māhū, Dahnū, Behzad, Mir Taghi, Sankar, Jaknāt. The foregoing names have been 

mentioned under each piece and in terms of painting history of Mughal School, this is a very 

valuable fact. This manuscript is of paramount importance in terms of history of Mughal 

painting. 

2. The Second manuscript was written down in 1074 H. /1665 at the court of the Safavid kings in 

612 folios. It is in folio (King) size (490 mm x 320 mm), using Samarkandi Paper and cardboard 

cover coated with black leather. Its calligrapher is Hossein ibn Sheikh Mir ‘Alam. This one 

enjoys 310 paintings of the Chines and Roman kings with their names. The manuscript also 

includes eight outstanding bejeweled illustrated frontispieces.  

 
- As earlier mentioned, these two versions have been copied from the authentic versions in Gurkani Akbar 

Shah’s royal workshop by the prominent and famous calligraphers, painters and illustrators. They enjoy 
unrivalled artistic values among manuscripts kept in library of Golestan Palace. Professional measures 
should be made for their safeguarding and protection. Several images of a few number of folios (No. 2254 
and 2256) from these manuscripts are enclosed to prove their artistic aspects .  

  

3.4 History/provenance 

Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be 
complete, but give the best description you can. 

1. The first manuscript has been completed in 1596. The first page is illustrated with a medallion and 

it has been stated that the book has been commissioned by the order of Akbar Shah (1542-1605) 

chieftain in the Royal Workshop. According to the notes and stamps in the initial page near to and 

around the medallion, this book belonged to Akbar Shah and has been transferred to Iran and it has 

been finally endowed to Golestan Palace Library. Thus, this manuscript’s history and provenance 

from the beginning of its existence is clearly indicated in the manuscript itself. 

2. The vesro of the first page of the second manuscript shows that it belonged to the library of the 

Safavid kings and has been paid visits within 1151-1162 H. / 1742-1752. It was transferred to the 

Roral Library of Ffathali Shah in 1232 H. /1822. It has also revisited in 1282 H. / 1872 and 1322 

H. / 1882. It has been reported that name of epithet of Fathali Shah and Nasser al-Din Shah Seal 

can be seen in its decorative medallion. 

 

 

4.0    Legal information 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Name 

Library of Golestan 
Palace-Museum 

Address 

Arg Sq., 15 Khordad St., Tehran, Postal Code: 1114943361/ P.O. Box: 4595-11365 

 

 Telephone 

+982133113335-8 

Facsimile 

+982133111811 

Email 

Info.goestanpalace@gmail.com 
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4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner) 

Name 

------------- 

Address 

 

 

 Telephone Facsimile Email 

 

 

  

 

 

4.3 Legal status 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

 

The Golestan Palace Library (The Royal Library) is legally and administratively in charge of 

preserving the nominated work. 

 

 

 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

 

Accessing the original copy is only possible under certain circumstances. However, the digitized copy 

of the book is available for all researchers to access their required information. 

 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

 

Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access 
purposes is encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is 
planned. You should also note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access.  

 

 

 

 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a 
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in 
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription. 
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The Copyright owner of the book is Golestan Palace Library (The Royal Library).  

 

           

5.0 Assessment against the selection criteria 

 

5.1 Authenticity. 

 

Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been 

reliably established? 

The exact dates of the Manuscripts have been recorded in the colophon and the manuscript experts of 

the Library have confirmed their authenticity. Mr. Mohamad Roshan, the scholar and editor of these 

manuscripts, has confirmed its authenticity and benefitted from these precious manuscripts when he 

was editing Jami al-Tavarikh. 

The originality and authenticity of the “Documentary Heritage” in this file is carried out in two 

sections, that is, the Jami al-Tavarikh itself and the manuscript housed at Goletan Palace Library (The 

Royal Library) which is the selected specimen and the copy that is proposing. 

Jami al-Tavarikh 

When Rashid al-Din moved from Hamadan to Tabirz in Abaqa Khan period, he was 20 years of age, a 

highly experienced and skillful medical doctor. At the time Tabriz was the capital of Iran, a great 

political and cultural centre, an affluent city with a great number of resident scholars. He was well 

received at the court of Qazan Khan and was ordered to compile Jami al-Tavarikh, so the facilities 

available at the court soon enabled him to finalize the Jami al-Tavarikh which had taken him almost 22 

years to compile during his stay in Tabriz. The work was dedicated to the king and consequently 

named Iami al-Tavarikh.  

Manuscripts in Golestan Palace Library 

These manuscripts bear the names of the scribes, dates of copying and their historical descriptions 

correspond exactly with the date given in the colophons. Note confirming the ownership of Akbar Shah 

appears and the Safavid kings at the beginning of the book. Other stamps and signatures from different 

periods reveal manuscript’s provenance and its historical movement in time.  

 

5.2 World significance 

 

Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 

impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or 

within a particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) 
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on the course of history?   

For a number of reasons this work is a universal one. Both in terms of text and context and 

as it covers a part of world history. In addition, it is a precious artistic work in terms of form 

and structure. It took the attention of experts from different countries who multiply published 

it. It is necessary to mention that no other book had been written at that time that could cover 

world history as comprehensive as this book. In another section of the introduction, he 

mentions foreign scholars who have collaborated with him for the general history of other 

parts of the globe including the history of China by Litachi and Macson; history of India by a 

Kashmiri Buddhist Kamālashri. In writing the European history, he refers to one of the 

authentic references of that time that was about Popes and Caesars and written by Martinus 

Oppaviensis. Rashid al-Din gained interesting information about social atmosphere wherein 

his European colleagues lived.  In comparative history, he took attention to the kings of 

Khitai and Qara Khitai, Greater China (Māchīn), Turkestan, Transoxiana, caliphs of Bagdad 

and Egypt, sultans of Khorasan and Persian Iraq, Kerman, Azerbaijan, Ghazni, Ghur, Sistan, 

Diyarbakir, Damascus (Shām) and Rome (Europe). Bartold has emphasized on the universal 

importance of Jami al-Tavarikh and writes: “Rashid al-Din’s book was a great historical 

encyclopedia that none of the Asian and European tribes had not such a thing”. (Bartold, p. 

821)  

Besides to Persian and Arabic languages, Rashid al-Din knew Turkish, Hebrew, Chinese and 

Mongolian languages and for the same reason, he succeeded to write such a precious book 

through utilizing resources provided by ambassadors and scientists from all around the 

world. 

Efforts, researches and publications made by foreign scientists and historians about this work 

prove its universality. In Turkey, Zaki Walidi and Ahmet Atash published some parts of the 

book. In Europe, Andre Muller (✝ 1694), Quatremere (✝ 1857), Blochet, Schefer, Bartold, 

Rosenthal, Elliot, Ignace Muoradegea De’hsson, and in Russia I.N. Berezine, Carl Emil 

Oskar Jahn, Edward Brown and many other orientalists have conducted many researches and 

translation of Jami al-Tavarikh. We mentioned their works in Bibliography Section. Ian says: 

“It is the first attempt for writing the world history.” Due to its importance in Iran, many 

Iranian scholars, such as Seyed Jalaladin Tehrani, Seyed Mohammad Dabir Siaghi, Iraj 

Afshar, Bahman Karimi, Mohammad Taghi Daneshpazhouh, Mostafa Mousavi and 

Mohammad Modaresi Zanjani have researched and published some parts of the book. 

Recently, Mohammad Roshan has edited the full text of Jami al-Tavarikh in fifteen volumes 

and published by the Research Institute of Miras-e Maktoub.  

In conclusion Although many books have been written about the Iranian kings and ethnic 

groups till the Mongolian period, but all of them failed to be as comprehensive as Jami al-

Tavārikh. This work not only covers history of governmental dynasties and ethnic groups in 

the Islamic period, but also covers the history of other nations and countries such as Rome, 

India, China and etcetera and it is based on the documents and evidences of the author’s 

time. For the same reason, this book bears historical values for the peoples of those 

countries because a part of their lost historical sources can be found there. Accordingly, the 

western historians need to refer to Jami al-Tavārikh while revising the history of their 
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country.  

 

 

5.3 Comparative criteria:  

 

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

 

1 Time 

Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant 

social or cultural change? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the “first of its kind”? 

Writing of Jami al-Tavarikh of Rashidi was begun in 1303 by the order of Ghazan Khan and was 

completed after 22 years at the reign of Öljeitü in 1316. Rashid al-Din was ordered to prepare the book 

in two languages: 1) Persian for the Persian-speaking countries including some parts from Anatolia to 

Asia Minor as well as India and Transoxiana; 2) Arabic for the Islamic countries to create more 

sympathy and exchange of scientific works. He benefitted from authentic resources of the then time for 

writing books about history of China, India, and Europe. This resulted in attraction of scientists and 

historians of the said countries as well as orientalists. As said earlier, the Europeans were more familiar 

with history of China through Chinese section of Jami al-Tavarikh. In addition, some pieces of 

information were presented in sections of Israelites, India and Indus which improved studies on ethnic 

groups and their local culture. In 16th century, it was mostly paid attention to by orientalists. Surely, it 

was written 600 years prior to John Well’s Concise history that is considered the first history of the 

world. One can see the interest of orientalists in translation and edition of the work in the Bibliography 

Section. 

The two nominated manuscripts were written one at the court of the Indian Mongol kings whom were 

greatly under the influence of the Iranian culture and the other one at the court of the Safavid kings in 

Iran. They are considered as exemplars of art of authorship and the Iranian book decoration in the 17th 

century. 

2 Place 

Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and 

culture? For example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or 

phenomena represented by the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or 

institutions that have since vanished? 

When Rashid al-Din was young, he practiced medicine in the court of Abaqa Khan in Hamadan as his 

fathers did. He went to Tabriz by the order of Ghazan Khan to the capital of Ilkhanids and he became a 

minister. In Tabriz, he founded the biggest educational-scientific complex known as Rab’-i Rashidi. He 

called on scientists from all around the country. He gathered the artists, calligraphers and gilders to 

teach others. He himself began writing Jami al-Tavarikh. He gave two copies of the book to the 

calligraphers, painters and gilders to create artful copies of Jami al-Tavarikh. He considered some 
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rewards for the authors, from other countries, who wrote precious books. He ordered its Persian and 

Arabic copies to be sent to libraries of Iranian big cities for being used by the scientists residing in those 

cities. Rashid al-Din erected similar cultural complex in Öljeitü’s new capital at the vicinity of 

Sultaniyeh. From the other side, the spatial importance of the book relates to its variety of topics. 

Considering the fact that Jami al-Tavarikh includes history of China, India, Iran, history of Israelites, 

history of Europe and etcetera, actually a large portion of the ancient world has been studied.  

3 People  

 

Does the cultural context of the document’s creation reflect significant aspects of human 

behaviour, or of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the 

essence of great movements, transitions, advances or regression?  Does it illustrate the lives 

of prominent individuals in the above fields? 

His father and grandfather were physicians and Rashid al-Adin learnt medicine from his father. They 

were of a respectful and good family who was famous for being at the service of people.  His knowledge 

and inborn ingenuity very soon paved his way to the royal court. His contemporaries such as Vasāf al-

Hazra named him “in science as Aristotle and in wisdom second Polato”. After him, a number of 

historians such as Hafiz abru, Mir Khand, Ahmadollah Mowstofi, Banakati and many others have used 

it as their primary source. Many other ones have memorialized him. Ibn Hajar ‘Asghalani (1449) says: 

“He built public buildings for people in Tabriz and has been handling scientists with generous manner.  

Considering the variety of tribes –especially in parts such as Mongolian, Oghuz tribes, Israelites, China, 

India and Europe- that have been mentioned in the book, valuable pieces of anthropological information 

have been also provided.       

4 Subject and theme 

 

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual 

developments in the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the 

arts? 

As its title shows, Jami al-Tavarikh is a history written in three main subjects and seven chapters.  

The three main subjects include General history, history of nations and Iranian ethnic groups as well as 

other countries along with history of the Mongolian period known as “Ghaznkhn History” which 

constitutes the most significant and documented part of Jami al-Tavārikh coinciding with the time of 

author and Ghazan Khan commanded to write the book through utilizing Mongol’s private library as 

well as the author’s and his assistants’ observations. The nominated manuscript for World inscription 

belongs to this period and is of paramount importance for scholars of the Iranian history 

This book has been an encyclopedia of history that no Asian and European tribe wrote something like 

that in the Middle Ages. It is a collection of authorship, translation and quotations from earlier 

resources. Whatever has been written about non-Mongolians and non-Iranians is translation from other 

books.  
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It also includes the following seven chapters: 

1. The Blessed Ghazani History: (history of Turk tribes, history of Genghis Khan, history of 

Genghis Khan’s ancestors from birth to death, history of Genghis’ sons’ emperorship, history 

of Mongolian Ilkhanids in Iran from Holagu Khan to Ghazan Khan; 

2. History of Öljeitü and Prophets (from Adam to the advent of Islam, in this chapter the history of 

Iran, from mythological times to the Sasanians, has also been written; 

3. History of the Prophet of Islam; 

4. History of caliphs; 

5. History of rulers and ruling Khans over Iran up to the collapse of Abbasid Mo’tasim’s caliphate 

6. History of other ethnic groups and nations (including Oghuz tribes, Chinese people, Indians, 

Israelites, Europeans and popes) 

7. Geography of the world. 

5   Form and style  

 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value? Or is it a typical 

exemplar of a type of presentation, custom or medium? Is it an example of a disappeared or 

disappearing carrier or format?  

The two presented manuscripts are of very precious manuscripts of Jami al-Tavarikh. The first 

manuscript includes 98 illustrations and the second one enjoys 310 illustrations. Due to the thickness of 

the manuscripts, their size is folio (king size). Both manuscripts enjoy beautiful and precious calligraphy 

and decorations. Styles of calligraphy in both manuscripts are valuable and prove the artfulness of artists 

of each period. 

 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 

Application of this criterion must reflect living significance – does documentary heritage have 

an emotional hold on people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical 

qualities, or reverenced for its association with significant people and events?  

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritual/ community 

significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 

eventually acquire historical significance.) 

Rashid al-Din wrote numerous books. 

Jami al-Tavarikh is one of the valuable sources for anthropology, ethnology, mythology, beliefs, 

customs and ceremonies of the Mongolian life within the 7th & 8th centuries H. 

In Jami al-Tavarikh, Rashid al-Din is of the opinion that climatic conditions of each region affect the 

appearance of its residents. In ancient tribes’ beliefs, situation of stars and planets was of paramount 
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importance in and affected kings’ accession, construction of royal buildings, determination of military 

operations. He thinks if the needs of people –including urban, rural and nomad ones- are satisfied and 

one can manage them in a way that less damages incur into the people and what they need can be 

transported to different places, it would be useful for everybody1.) To his eyes, providing security and 

welfare will result in development of the country and immigrants would return and economy will 

flourish.  

6.0  Contextual information 

Based on the Union Catalogue of Manuscripts in Iran (DENA, Vol. 3, pp. 547-548), more than 40 

manuscripts of Jami al-Tavarikh have been identified in the Iranian libraries. The compilers of this 

nomination file found no artistic values in those versions except in the two manuscripts No. 2254 and 

2256 of Golestan Palace Library in Tehran, and more than 20 ones in foreign libraries which also do not 

enjoy any artistic significance such as: Tashkent Manuscript being kept in the library of the Abu Raihan 

al-Biruni Centre for Oriental Manuscripts; the British Museum Manuscript which bear no date for its 

copying; the manuscript kept in the Bibliothèque nationale de France (National Library of France) 

which is incomplete; the manuscript kept in the Russian Academy of Sciences which its date of copying 

is 984 H. The compilers have paid attention to these versions which are kept out of Iran at the 

moment. 

  The presented manuscripts in this nomination file are of important and precious manuscripts of this 

book.  

Many manuscripts of the nominated work have been prepared through the centuries, all of which are 

kept in Iranian and world libraries or museums. Up to this moment, according to union catalogue of 

manuscripts in Iran (DENA), more than 40 manuscripts of the Jami al-Tavarikh have been identified in 

Iran’s Libraries. However, most of the existing copies are complete but in the library of various 

countries. The nominated manuscripts however are original, complete and authentic copies which bear 

dates and signatures. 
 

 


